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PEOPLE ARE losing their relationship with nature. The process of 
modernization is diminishing people’s association with nature and is defining its 
identity based on economic value. The complex mixture of the values embedded 
within nature are being flattened and ignored. The natural world has always been 
the place where people receive their inspiration. Its undetermined character 
have led people to various interpretation which enlightens or inspires in terms 
of understanding the world. However, people are stirring away from the origin 
of their existence - nature. Usage of concrete, a scale-less and manmade material 
in creating a house is destroying the world in the 21st century. It is resulting 
disassociation of people from nature, reducing human settlements according to 
economic. The house can serve a role in promoting relationship between people 
and natural world. It can be an “in-between” role and restore the bond through 
sensual and embodied human experiences. 
The project I am proposing will analyze the presence of atmosphere and 
the human experience on it. How atmosphere of the “house” can restore the 
disconnected relationship between nature and people. Maurice Merleau Ponty 
claims that people come to understand the work to understand the world, and 
it is the “house” which gives understanding of the world to dwellers. I believe 
the “house” can encourages connectedness between nature and people through 
atmospheric feeling. My research will begin understanding atmosphere in the 
space. The analysis of atmosphere space would not only focus on the visible 
aspect, such as material substance, shape, light, color, and texture, but also focus 
on human experience through different senses. After the analysis, the project will 
primarily focus in applying discovered qualities of the atmosphere; studying the 
effect of the atmosphere on people. At the end, a specific group of race, who 
share same geographical and cultural background, will be chosen to apply my 
discoveries in research.
The first phase of research will explore the relationship between nature and 
people. How connectedness in the “house”, through atmosphere, plays “in-
between” role in restoring the association. The natural world always has been 
the place where people receive their pleasure from. The nature does not only 
fulfills the people’s needs as material, but also grants emotional satisfaction. The 
constant experience of nature increases people’s inclusion with environment. 
It grants people understanding of nature and its composition. Ralph Waldo 
Emerson, through his essay Nature, describes the pleasure of connectedness with 
nature that comes of perceiving it. “Nature satisfies by its loveliness, and without 
any mixture of corporeal benefit…how does Nature deify us with a few and cheap 
elements.” His experience of pleasure results his feeling of inclusion to nature: “I 
am nothing; I see all; the currents of the Universal Being circulate through me — 
I am part or particle of God”. This language of nature communicates with a man 
through its natural appearance that describes a man’s state of mind. It restores the 
connectedness between people and nature, countering the current problems of 
modernization. And the “house” as a connector. It connects people with nature 
by creating natural connectedness moment. It gives dwellers the moment of 
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association to nature. 
The second phase will search the atmosphere and how it can be manipulated 
within the space. Natural light is such a common thing to manipulate a strong 
impression, yet most important agent in the world. It stimulates sight and makes 
things visible; material substance, shape, light, color, and texture. It is most 
fundamental element in nature which constitute our universe. The phenomenon 
of light produces atmosphere in the space. Using this elementary light as an 
instrument, one can construct atmospheric effect in the space; transition from 
darkness to light, from light to darkness, the material radiance with different 
lighting, temperature and color of space. Edmund Burke, through On the 
Sublime and Beauty, explains the power of light and its effect; “the power of a 
well-managed darkness, that in describing the appearance of the Deity, amidst 
that profusion of magnificent images, which the grandeur of his subject provokes 
him to pour out upon every side, he is far from forgetting the obscurity which 
surrounds the most incomprehensible of all beings”. The phenomenon of light 
defines characteristic of our reality, and its control can alter the perspective of 
one’s view on nature. It can create the experience of nature that is “fearful, without 
being afraid of it” and “unordinary” 5. Therefore, natural light connects people 
with nature by granting different experience of environment through change of 
light. It can create powerful atmosphere by controlling its character.
The final stage will analyze the works of artists and architects which have 
character of atmosphere; such as James Turrell. How atmosphere can be 
physically manipulated would be primary goal of the final stage research. The 
analysis of atmosphere space would not only focus on the visible aspect, such as 
material substance, shape, light, color, and texture, but also focus on atmosphere 
experience through different senses. The site of project would be in Iceland, nation 
part of northern hemisphere. The color of sunlight is much more vibrant because 
of its location, constructing unique natural lighting effects during summer and 
winter season. During summer, Iceland receives 24 hours lighting with vibrant 
colors, while winter sun creates dramatic atmosphere with lingering twilight for 
5 hours due to its low sun angle. Its lighting have various effects that cannot be 
observed in other places. Also, it is one of place where roaring natural world are 
accessible and remain untouched by human civilization. Thus, Iceland is suitable 
place to deploy my research and reconnect nature and people through control of 
light.
This research will be mainly focused in promoting connectedness with nature 
through control of light. The “house” will be used as a connector in restoring the 
relationship. It is because the “house” is not just a shelter, but something more. It is 
the place where people, consciously and unconsciously, engages with one’s inner 
mind. It is not only “a machine for living in”, but also a connector linking between 
the inner world and nature. It is full of sensual quality which could mentally affect 
dwellers. However, the consequences of modernization are driving people’s focus 
away from material object of aesthetic value. It is resulting a disconnection from 
the aspects of the natural world, and the modern houses are failing in creating 
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1 Figure 1, nature always been the place where people enlighten from. It was a place where they grasped the authentic 
quality which helped people understand the universe. Ralph Waldo Emerson quoted from his essay Nature, “I am 
nothing; I see all; the currents of the Universal Being circulate through me — I am part or particle of God”. 
Fig. 1
Caspar David Friedrich
Wanderer above the Sea of Fog
German, 1818
Oil-on-canvas
98.4 cm x 74.8 cm 
Kunsthalle Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany
Fig. 2
Balthus,(Balthasar Klossowski)
Girl a the Window
Switzerland,1955
Oil-on-canvas
196 cm x 130.5 cm 
Gallery, Private Collection
Fig. 3
Andrei Tarkovsky 
Stalker (film)
Russia,1979
Fig. 4
Olafur Eliasson
The Weather Project 
London,2003
Monofrequency lights, projection foil, haze machines, mirror 
foil, aluminium, and scaffolding
26,7 m x 22,3 m x 155,4 m
Installation in Turbine Hall, Tate Modern, London
Courtesy the artist: neugerriemschneider, Berlin: and Tanya 
Bonakdar, New York
Fig. 5
James Turrell
Emblemata
Tempe, Arizona ,2000
Graphic Arts collection 2013- in process
Fig. 6
James Turrell
Aten Reign
New York ,2013
Daylight and LED light, dimensions variable.
ames Turrell Installation view: James Turrell, Solomon R. 
Guggenheim Museum, New York, June 21–September 25, 2013
Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, New York
Notes
1. Pallasmaa, Juhani. The Concept of Home: An Interdiciplinary View. Symposium.The University 
of Trondheim, 21-23 August 1992.
2. Emerson, R.W. Nature.Ed. James Munroe and Company.Boston: Thurston, Torry and Com-
pany,1849.
3. Burke, Edmund. A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and Beau-
tiful. Ed. James T. Boulton. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1958.
4. Kant, Immanuel. Critique of Judgement. Translated by J. H. Bernard, New York:Hafner Pub-
lishing, 1951.
5. Maerleau-Ponty, Maurice. Phenomenologie de la perception. Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1962.
6. Zumthor, Peter. Atmosphere:Architectural Environment and Surrounding Objects. Birkauser 
Verlag, 2005.
linkage to the poetic world. The space has intangible environmental qualities 
which can give the unique sensation to an occupant. According to the Merleau-
Ponty’s assertions in Phenomenology of Perception, “The body and mind cannot 
be separated as subject and object”. What is perceived by the mind influences 
the perception of the body. The space is a stage which allows interplays between 
one’s body and consciousness. The emotional experience based on the cognitive 
subjects (memory, perception, judgment, and emotion) gives an occupant a 
poetic moment in the space. How the space plays in-between role in connecting 
relationship between inner world and natural world. The book will help me 
understand in how to construct powerful atmosphere using light, and how its 
effect will encourage connectedness with nature.
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3 Figure 3, Natural light is such a common thing to manipulate a strong impression, yet most important agent in 
the world. It stimulates sight and makes things visible; material substance, shape, light, color, and texture. It is most 
fundamental element in nature which constitute our universe. The phenomenon of light produces atmosphere in the 
space. 
2Figure 2, usage of concrete, a scale-less and manmade material in creating a house is destroying 
the world in the 21st century. It is resulting disassociation of people from nature, reducing human 
settlements according to economic. The house can serve a role in connecting relationship between 
the inner world and natural world.
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4 Figure 4, the phenomenon of light in the space produces sublimity. Light is such a common thing to manipulate 
a strong impression. But light from the sun gives over whelming sense of “terror”. The presence of sunlight makes 
powerful impression on the dweller’s mind.
5 Figure 5, transition from darkness to light, and from light to darkness. Edmund Burke, through On the Sublime 
and Beauty, explains the power of light and its effect; “the power of a well-managed darkness, that in describing the 
appearance of the Deity, amidst that profusion of magnificent images, which the grandeur of his subject provokes 
him to pour out upon every side, he is far from forgetting the obscurity which surrounds the most incomprehensible 
of all beings”. 
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6 Figure 6, example of the dynamical sublime; James Turrell uses gradient color and space to construct the sublime. 
He experiments with light and color, creating surreal and unordinary space.James Turrell was selected for the prec-
edent because he manipulates the sublime through light and space. He reinterprets the light sublimity that could be 
experienced in nature. His technique in using light will be studied and referenced in my own experiment in studying 
light and space.
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Chapter 01
Light and Darkness
LIGHT is the most common element in the world. 
It is invisible, yet have profound role in forming our 
universe. It is everywhere, but we only see it when it 
strikes the plane surface. Its sudden reveal gives pow-
erful impression on the dweller’s mind. The power of 
light gives “terror” to people. However, power of dark-
ness is equal to light. One cannot talk about light if 
one do not talk about darkness. Their relationship is 
unbreakable. Light cannot be seen unless there is dark-
ness. The power of light and darkness are equal, and 
presence of these two elements gives sublimity within 
the space.Annular Solar Eclipse. Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA. National Geo-
graphic  photographed by  Colteen Pinski 
01 Light and Darkness
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Experiment 1 note 
Light testing in 4”x4” cube. Light is invisible. It is 
only revealed when it strikes the surface. Depend-
ing on the condition of edge and light angle, it 
constructs certain shadow in a cube. Its brightness 
defines depth of the space by revealing cube’s edges. 
It makes the space. It is always accompannied by 
shadow. One cannot talk about light, if one does 
not talk about darkness.
Experiment 2 note 
Depending on the opening, power of light can be 
amplified. Narrower light becomes, more dramat-
ic space it creates. It have tendency in becoming 
dramatic in such dark room. The conflict between 
two opposite condition in the space creates dra-
matic experience to dwellers.Also, its movement 
constantly changes atmosphere of the space. 
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Experiment 3 note 
Existence of two different condition creates dra-
maticness in the space. Power of darkness is equal 
to power of light. Extreme condition of both phe-
nomenon dismisses focus and edge in a cube, cre-
ating illusion of ‘infinity’. Extreme light and dark-
ness give sense of gate to different world; the inner 
world. Creating gradient colors. Angled surface 
supports in creating depth.
Experiment 4 note 
Understanding depth in the space. Gradiant color 
on the surface,  total darkness, and focused edg-
es toward darkness create depth in the space. The 
depth of space is defined not by physical dimen-
sion, but by a perspective of dweller’s eyes. The size 
of space is defined by mental aspect. The space is 
projection of one’s mind.
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Experiment 5 note 
The space is projection of one’s inner world. Beyond 
physical dimension of the space, space can be seen 
more deep and enormours by dwellers. By tricking 
the eye of person, space can be experienced differ-
ently. Dream and surreal quality manipulated by 
light can construct sublimity in the space.
Experiment 6 note 
Can depth of space be amplified? If  3 factors in-
troduced in Experiment 4 note manipulate illusion 
of infinite depth, can depth be even more ampli-
fied? Can 4”x4” cube be seen more deeper than its 
actual space? Multilayered space have an effect in 
creating deeper space. It is because each surface re-
flects different colors, while layers of surface gives 
depthness.
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Experiment 7 note 
Is this same 4”x4” cube space?  The depth of space 
is immense than its actual space. Multilayered 
surface gives effect of drivingness to the infinite 
darkness. Its gradiant colors also supports its af-
fect.
Experiment 8 note 
Layer of spaces gives effect in creating depth. 
Presence of extreme light and darkness at the end 
gives experience of infinity. It represents “the inner 
world”.
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Experiment 9 note 
Light creates threshold. Light gives different ex-
perience in the space. The amount of light defines 
atmosphere in space. Different light settings gives 
different experience. Even though they all are 
4”x4” cube, they all have different feelings.
Experiment 10 note 
Symbols and geometries can manipulate certain 
atmosphere in the space according to its contain-
ing meaning. Carl Gustav Jung, through his book 
“Man and his Symbols”, claims the effect of sym-
bols on people’s mind. The symbols generate mem-
ories of the users, creating meaning to the space, 
and light plays a role in highlighting its meaning.
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Experiment 11 note 
Luna Eclipse. power of darkness is as strong as 
power of light. Conflict between two elements ma-
nipulate sublimity in the space
Experiment 12 note 
4”x4” cube without condition of edges. Edges de-
fines depth of the space. By removing edges, one 
can manipulate flatten or deep space. The depth 
of space is defined by dweller’s perception of space.
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Experiment 13 note 
Movement of light represent the presence of time. 
Time is concept. Time does not exist in natural 
world. It is invented by mankind to define the 
past, present, and future. Time is also invisible like 
light. It is only visible when something moves. If 
the motion of object is obvious to a person, it gives 
sense of time to a observer. If motion stops in the 
space, a person feels the stop of time. Time  is mo-
tion and it can be represented in the space.
Experiment 14 note 
Creating poetic space. Melancholy space.
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Experiment 15 note 
Initial study of light and darkness
Experiments 16 note 
Several studies that has not been included or be-
came bases for the research.
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Chapter 02
Light and Air Density
LIGHT is invisible. It is revealed when light 
strikes object or particles in air. Density of air reveals 
invisible light and give strong impact on people. Thick-
er it gets, more dramatic the space becomes. Air makes 
the light reflect in a particular way, giving the space addi-
tional control over the play of light. It also manipulate ex-
pressiveness or atmosphere in the space, the viewer being 
able to notice the strength and speed applied by the space. 
Thick layer of air dematerializes  objects in the space. The 
blurrness  removes edges in space. Seperation becomes 
one, connecting inner world and outer world together. 
Fishing on the Cloud. Gosam reservoir, Anseong, Gyeo-
nggi-do, Korea. National Geographic  photographed by  
Sungjin Kim
02 Light and Air Density 
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Experiment 17 note 
Vibrant air becomes, more extreme condition of 
space get constructed. Space becomes fearful, mys-
terious, and unknown. The effect of gassy space 
dematerializes familiar space. 
Experiment 18 note 
Particles of air blurs the space. It defamilarizes ob-
jects in the space. It creates space more mysterious 
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Chapter 03
Light and Color
LIGHT is not white. The multiple composition of various 
color makes light look white. The color of light plays great 
role in manipulating space atmospheric quality. The color 
can convey sensorial experience to people according to Josef 
Albers’ color.
1.  Color can carry specific meaning.
2.  Color meaning is either based in learned meaning or 
           biologically innate meaning.
3.  The perception of a color causes evaluation automati
           cally by the person perceiving.
4.  The evaluation process forces color-motivated behav
           ior.
5.  Color usually exerts its influence automatically.
6.  Color meaning and effect has to do with context as well
SALT 8 - 120cm x 150cm Ditigal Pigment Print on Cotton 
Rag. Edition of 7. photographed by  Murray Fredericks
03 Light and Color
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Experiment 19 note 
Light is not white. It is a combination of multiple 
color. And its different colors in the space gives dif-
ferent atmosphere.
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Experiment 20 note 
Light and color influence how people perceive the 
space. Different light sources affect how the colors 
of walls and other objects are seen. Color meaning 
is either based in learned meaning or biologically 
innate meaning. Certain colors manipulate tem-
perature in the space.
Experiment 21 note 
The color of light has psychological affect on peo-
ple. It can convey not only temperature, but also 
emotion and meaning.
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Anger
Sorrow
Joy
Affection
Confusion
Fear
Shame
Sadness
Altruism
Anger
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Experiment 19 note 
Warm color. Colors related to sunlight construct 
warm atmosphere/temperature to the space.
Experiment 20 note 
Cool color. Colors related to water or cold 
weather construct cool atmosphere/temperature 
to the space.
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Chapter 4
Vik. Iceland
The site of project would be in Iceland, nation 
part of northern hemisphere. The color of sunlight is 
much more vibrant because of itslocation, constructi-
ngunique natural lighting effects during summer and 
winter season. During summer, Iceland receives 24 
hours lighting with vibrant colors, while winter sun 
creates dramatic atmosphere with lingering twilight 
for 5 hours due to its low sun angle. Its lighting have 
variouseffects that cannot be observed in other plac-
es. Also, it is one of place where roaring natural world 
are accessible and remain untouched by human civi-
lization. Thus, Iceland is suitable place to deploy my 
research and reconnect nature and people through 
control of light.Vik i Myrdal. Iceland. National Geographic. Photographed 
by Ivan Peria
04 Vík í Mýrdal, Iceland 
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The Arctic Circle is the southernmost latitude in the 
Northern Hemisphere at which the sun can remain continu-
ously above or below the horizon for 24 hours. On the Arctic 
Circle those events occur, in principle, exactly once per year, 
at the June and December solstices, respectively. It is only 
region where building gets most direct sunlight at the eye 
level of a person.
The site of project would be in Iceland, a nation part of 
Arctic Circle.Iceland is located very close to the Arctic Cir-
cle at 66.5 degrees north, locating at a latitude of 65 degrees 
north. Because of its in-between zone on the Circle, Iceland 
has a large range of daylight and darkness hours through-
out the year.Sun spends a period of days completely above 
the horizon during the summer months and completely on 
the horizon during the winter months. A high latitude lo-
cation creates dramatic atmosphere with lingering twilight 
and vibrant color of sunlight.It is between transition zone 
from temperate and sub-arctic area to high arctic.Monthly 
temperatures are above 10 °C for at least one and at most 
three months of the year, allowing vegetation and trees to be 
grown in such extreme weather condition.Also, Sea smoke 
and Arctic sea smoke, throughout a year, get constructed 
due to Iceland’s warm temperature and its island condition.
It is one of place where roaring natural world are accessible 
and remain untouched by human civilization. Thus, Iceland 
is suitable place to deploy my research and reconnect nature 
and people through control of light.
The Artic Circle
Subarctic
Transition zone from Arctic zone
Arctic Circle
High Arctic 10 below degree
Low Arctic Treeline
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Iceland has a large range of daylight and darkness 
hours throughout the year. It is perfect place for me to 
document a path of sun.  In order to document full path 
of a sun, I had to choose southern part of Iceland. It is 
because Iceland winter sun goes below 20 degree.
Iceland.  65 ° 00’ N. 18 ° 00’ W
Vik i Myrdal
Region: Southern Region
Population(2011): 291
City size : Small
N
S
W E
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The southern village in Iceland, located on the main 
ring road around the island, around 180 km (110 mi) 
by road southeast of Reykjavík. Despite its small size, it 
is the largest settlement for some 70 km (43 mi) around 
and is an important staging post. It is an important ser-
vice center for the inhabitants and visitors to the coastal 
strip between Skógar and the west edge of the Mýrdals-
sandur glacial outwash plain.
Vik. Iceland 
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The church in Vik was built in 1934. The church was 
built on the highest hill in Vik in order to allow dwell-
ers to look up to the church from everywhere. The town’s 
church, located high on a hill, is believed to be the only 
building that would survive such a flood . During 50’s 
and 60’s, church faced sudden decrease of population in 
Vik when the slaughter houses were gone. Tourism be-
came a new trade. The church is currently playing an 
iconic figure of Vik for tourism. 
The church in Vik. Iceland
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Halldorska
Restaurant
Hospital
Post Oce
Hotel Edda Vik 
I Myrdal
Vik Information 
Center
Hotel Lundi
Sports Center
Hotel Pun
Icelandair Hotel Vik
Cemetry
Camping Site
Gas Station
Mini-Golf Course
Vik Guest House
Vik Guest House
Bike Shop
Vik Wool
Hotel Edda
Black Basalt Sand
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View on Atlantic ocean from the site. Have full view 
on Vik town. Because of its dynamicness on vegetation, 
Vik iceland is most visited site by tourists.
Highest Hill in Vik. Iceland 
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Behind view from the site. Have full view of moun-
tain-scape surrounding the site. The great scale of moun-
tain gives feeling of overwhelmingness to the viewer.
Highest Hill in hhVik. Iceland 
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180
S SWSE
150120 210 210
Rise
11:17Am
December
Sunpath
8degree
September
Sunpath
49degree
Average Sun Path
Sunset
3:20 pm
Sunpath of Vik, Iceland. The path of sun goes below 
8 degree on winter, and 49 degree on summer. It is most 
lowest sun path observed among any other nation.
Sunpath of Vik. Iceland 
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Data of sunpath provided by Timeanddate.com. By 
studing change of sunpath, one can manipulate specific 
affect according to the change.
Data of Sunpath
January July
August
September
October
November
December
Feburary
March
April
May
June
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Chapter 5
The Moment - Connectedness
The natural world has always been the place where people 
receive their inspiration. Its undetermined character have led 
people to various interpretation which enlightens or inspires 
in terms of understanding the world. However, people are 
stirring away from the origin of their existence - nature. 
Usage of a scale-less and manmade material is destroying 
the world in the 21st century. It is resulting disassociation of 
people from nature, reducing human settlements according 
to economic. The space can serve a role in promoting 
relationship between people and natural world. It can be an 
“in-between” role and restore the bond through sensual and 
embodied human experiences.
05 The moment 
The Moment
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The MomentThe Moment
14 15
Kwang Min Lee
Nacreous Cloud Observatory
Optic Phenomena called Mother-of-Pearl clouds.
They are seen after sunset or before dawn when 
blaze bright with vivid and slowly shifting irides-
cent colours.
Belt of Venus Observatory
Optic Phenomena caused by earth shadow. The 
band is the shadow of the earth on the atmosphere. 
Seen shortly after sunset or sunrise at horizon of 
10-20 degree
16 17
Kwang Min Lee
Light Pillars Observatory
Optical Phenomena created by the reflection of 
light from ice crystals with near horizontal parallel 
planar surfaces. It can also come from the moon or 
from terrestrial sources such as street light.
22º & 46º Radius Halos Observatory
Optic Phenomena that forms a halo circle. It 
forms  as sunlight is refracted in millions of ran-
domly oriented hexagonal ice crystals suspended 
in the Atmosphere.
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Aurora Borealis & Belt of Venus Ob-
servatory
Optical Phenomena 
Aurora Borealis & Northern Polaris 
Observatory
Aurora is natural light display in the sky seen in 
the high latitude. Aurora are caused by charged 
particles entering the atmosphere. Northern Po-
laris is brightest star on Northern Hemisphere.
